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SUNRISE’S amazing new formula BLACK WIDOW tire shine is 
putting a bite on the competition. This long lasting formula lasts 
for days even through vehicle washing and rain. BLACK WIDOW 
protects and prevents from tire browning. BLACK WIDOW is 
outstanding for use on rubber, plastics, vinyl tops and tires. #1115

ARMOUR GUARD is a revolutionary system designed to reju-
venate; vinyl, plastic, leather, rubber, wood, chrome, and some 
painted surfaces. Creates a beautiful cosmetic effect simultane-
ously establishing a functional barrier against deterioration. Other 
products thst customers used  that are simular are; ENHANCE OR 
PREEN.
USES: Automobile seats, dash boards, vinyl tops, tires, stainless 
steel chrome fixtures, and more! #2062

A scientific blend of fine carnauba waxes does an outstanding 
job in restoring and protecting all painted surfaces such as cars, 
trucks, planes, motorcycles, boats and even desks and filing 
cabinets. Quickly removes years of oxidation while leaving a bril-
liant shine. #1049

An ultimate purity, non-hazardous, spray. specially formulated for 
removing oil, grease, flux and other contaminants from sophisti-
cated electronic parts. PHAZER II leaves no residue. USAGES: 
Control panels, tuners, printed circuit boards, terminals, relay 
switches, contacts and electronic equipment. #1031

RENEWZ has been designed to put the black shine back in your 
vehicles faded and oxidized plastic and rubber. RENEWZ is ideal 
for use on plastic bumpers, side rails on pick ups, plastic door 
handles, plastic between car hood and windshield or anywhere 
you notice your plastic becoming oxidized and faded. RENEWZ 
will dry in minutes and leave a brilliant black to all your vehicles 
plastic rubber. Depending on conditions RENEWZ will leave your 
car shining for weeks after applied. #1128

This new product is designed to leave minimum detergent residues 
in carpet and upholstery applications, and to minimize the spotting 
of mottling of surfaces that are, spot cleaned with it. Full strength 
cleaner may be used sparingly on carpets and upholstery to instantly 
remove spots and stains of all kinds. The use of full strength product 
greatly speeds cleaning and limits the amount of feathering and the 
cleaning of adjacent areas to achieve a non-spotted or “feathered” 
look. Expect full strength product to instantly penetrate, disperse, 
and evaporate for quick cleaning. #2087

CAR WASH,  
DETAILING & 

MAINTENANCE
BLACK WIDOW

KLEEN BRAKE
KLEEN BRAKE cleans without damage. Will not adversely 
attack metal or brake shoes. Flushes away contaminants and 
evaporates instantly. KLEEN BRAKE may be applied to equip-
ment while working. No temperature control problem. Minimum 
residual film. Cleaned parts may be handled immediately. Non-
flammable. #1009

PHAZER II

DETAILING & MAINTENANCEDETAILING & MAINTENANCE

ENHANCE
Designed and dedicated to the total protection and rejuve-
nation of vinyl, plastic, rubber, leather, chrome, and most 
painted surfaces. Not only does it restore and create a 
beautiful cosmetic effect, but it also serves as a functional 
barrier against the harmful effects of age, elements and 
general wear and tear. #1025

MD-77
Powdered soap formulated for heavy duty cleaning of trucks, 
buses, heavy equipment and all stubborn cleaning applications. 
SUNRISE’S amazing blend of cleaning compounds is safe to 
use on acrylic, lacquer, & metallic painted surfaces, chrome, 
aluminum and stainless steel when used as directed. #4012

CARB FREE cleans, penetrates and dissolves gum, varnish and 
carbon from carburetor, linkage, butterfly valve, automatic choke, 
and PCV system. THREE WAY NOZZLE - Economy and flex-
ibility. HIGH SOLVENCY - Cleans gum, resin and varnish from 
critical areas. EE cleans, penetrates and dissolves gum, varnish 
and carbon from carburetor, linkage, butterfly valve, automatic 
choke, and PCV system. THREE WAY NOZZLE - Economy and 
flexibility. HIGH SOLVENCY - Cleans gum, resin and varnish from 
critical areas. #1044

With the development of KRYSTAL ICE, SUNRISE has 
provided the market with the most advanced technology in 
glass, chrome and porcelain cleaning. This state-of-the-art 
compound is the most user-friendly formula available today. 
It contains no alcohol or harsh solvents yet it is fast-drying 
and virtually non-streaking when used according to label 
instructions.KRYSTAL ICE will not only clean glass of all 
types but also chrome, porcelain and all hard surfaces. 
The rapid drying time of this formula significantly reduces 
wipe-down time and expedites production. #1067

SEE & THAW
Concentrated windshield washer fluid for use in all temperature 
ranges. Quickly cleans windshields, headlights, mirrors and other 
vital operating components. Reduced emulsifiers limit hazardous 
streaking on glass. Provides protection down to -70°F. See SUN-
RISE’S TUNDRA for CA use. #2008

TUNDRA
California compliant windshield washer fluid for use in all tempera-
ture ranges. Quickly cleans windshields, headlights, mirrors and 
other vital operating components. Reduced emulsifiers limit hazard-
ous streaking on glass. Meets VOC requirements for “A” and “B” 
areas as described by CA-EPA. #2137

SUNRISE ENVIRONMENTAL             
850 INDUSTRIAL WAY, SPARKS,NV...89431 

WWW.SUNRISENV.COM                                                                        
(800) 648-1153

*FOR COMPLETE LINE OF AUTOMOTIVE & FLEET, VISIT OUR 
WEBSITE AT WWW.SUNRISENV.COM



VORTEX CLEAR COAT SEALANT 
For both manual and automatic bays, on the market today. VORTEX CLEAR COAT SEALANT will; eliminate spot-
ting, enhance air-drying, and will ensure gleaming glass, plastic, chrome, metal, stainless steel and aluminum. Will 
provide a visible high gloss appearance and will leave an outstanding sheen and protective coating on your vehicle. 
This product is dilutable up to 120:1.

VORTEX ENGINE DEGREASER
Even though this is a highly concentrated formula, it does not produce annoying fumes or odors. The buffers in this 
compound make it safe to use on painted surfaces yet strong enough to degrease the most stubborn problems. 
VORTEX ENGINE DEGREASER’S ultra concentrate allows for maximum dilution ratios for utmost economy.

VORTEX FOAMING BRUSH DETERGENT
Concentrated cherry scented, red liquid foaming brush soap.  The thick broad-
cast of this soap enables the detergent to cling to vehicle for deeper cleaning. 
VORTEX FOAMING BRUSH DETERGENT has a unique blend of surfactants 
which help clean  the toughest road grime and oils. You will be impressed with 
the heavy rich foam blanket on the cars. The final dilution rate of
VORTEX FOAMING BRUSH DETERGENT is 120:1.

VORTEX HIGH PRESSURE DETERGENT
Formulated for use in both manual and in-bay automatic car washing systems. The high volume foam and heavy 
concentration of VORTEX HIGH PRESSURE DETERGENT allows excellent foam stability at a very high rate of dilu-
tion. For normal cleaning, dilute VORTEX HIGH PRESSURE DETERGENT at the rate of 1 gallon of VORTEX HIGH 
PRESSURE DETERGENT per 500 gallons of water. For more difficult jobs and for higher foam volume, dilute 1 1/2 
gallons of VORTEX HIGH PRESSURE DETERGENT per 500 gallons of water. 

VORTEX POWER WASH
CONCENTRATED HIGH pH CAR WASH COMPOUND FOR MANUAL BAYS. The first of a three part cleaning 
process for car washes. Designed to dissolve away; road grime, bugs, dirt and oils from the surface. A highly con-
centrated blend which provides for superior cleaning and reduced cost. The high volume of foam and the pleasing 
lemon scent makes VORTEX POWER WASH the ultimate wash for automated car and truck wash systems. When 
used in conjunction with the VORTEX rinse agent and tricolor wax, sealant and u-v protector your vehicles will come 
out looking brand new.

VORTEX PRE-SOAK
MANUAL BAY PREMIUM HIGH ALKALINE LIQUID PRE-SOAK VORTEX PRE-SOAK is the ultimate in car washing 
compounds. VORTEX PRESOAK is a single stage liquid alkaline pre-soak designed to cut through road films and 
oils. VORTEX PRE-SOAK is designed for use in frictionless carwash systems and is effective in all temperatures. 
VORTEX PRE-SOAK is non-streaking and rinses without leaving a residue. VORTEX PRE-SOAK is highly concen-
trated allowing for maximum dilution ratios up to 240:1.

VORTEX TIRE AND WHEEL
PREMIUM WHITEWALL AND RIM CLEANER FOR MANUAL BAYS VORTEX TIRE & WHEEL CLEANER is truly a 
unique cleaner while combining an alkaline cleaner and its high dilutability factor.  VORTEX TIRE & WHEEL CLEAN-
ER breaks down the toughest of dirt stains, oils, brake dust and other heavy soils. VORTEX TIRE & WHEEL CLEAN-
ER will effectively leave a strong broadcast of foam and cling to its surface for deeper cleaning ability. This product is 
dilutable up to 100:1.

GALAXY CONDITIONER
HIGH FOAMING CONDITIONERS FOR IN-BAY AUTOMATIC CAR WASHES GALAXY RAINBOW 
CONDITIONER is ideal for use in the automated car wash industry. The brilliant colors work cohe-
sively together to add a brilliant shine on your vehicle. The aromatic fragrance along with the high 
foaming aspect of GALAXY RAINBOW CONDITIONER create a spectacular show and aid deeply 
in protecting your vehicle from dangerous UV’s and protect the finish of each vehicle. Watch the 
rainbow of protection form with GALAXY RAINBOW CONDITIONER. This product is dilutable up 
to 120:1. Consult your SUNRISE representative today for the optimum dilutions for your carwash.

GALAXY HIGH PRESSURE DETERGENT 
Has been formulated for use in both manual and inbay automatic car washing systems. GALAXY HIGH PRES-
SURE DETERGENT allows for excellent foam stability at a very high rate of dilution. For normal cleaning, dilute 
GALAXY HIGH PRESSURE DETERGENT at the rate of 1 gallon of GALAXY HIGH PRESSURE DETERGENT 
per 500 gallons of water. For more difficult jobs and for higher foam volume, dilute 1 1/2 gallons of GALAXY HIGH 
PRESSURE DETERGENT per 500 gallons of water.

GALAXY RAINBOW POLISH 
GALAXY RAINBOW POLISH is ideal for use in the automated car wash industry. The dazzling colors work cohe-
sively together to add a brilliant shine on your vehicle.  The aromatic fragrance along with the high foaming aspect 
to create a spectacular show and aid deeply in protecting your vehicle from dangerous UV’s. Watch the rainbow of 
GALAXY RAINBOW POLISH AND CONDITIONER preserve the finish of each vehicle. This product is dilutable up 
to 120:1

GALAXY SUPER SHEEN
FINAL RINSE PROTECTANT AND DRYING AGENT FOR IN-BAY AU-
TOMATICS GALAXY SUPER SHEEN is the highest quality final rinse 
additive, for both manual and automatic bays. GALAXY SUPER SHEEN 
will; eliminate spotting, enhance air-drying, and will ensure gleaming 
glass, plastic, chrome, metal, stainless steel and aluminum.  GALAXY 
SUPER SHEEN will provide a visible high gloss appearance leaving an 
outstanding sheen and protective coating on your vehicle. This product 
is dilutable up to 120:1.

GALAXY SUPER SHEEN PLUS
CARNAUBA BASED WAX AND RINSE PROTECTANT FOR IN-BAY AUTOMATICS GALAXY SUPER SHEEN 
PLUS is the highest quality carnauba based final rinse additive, for both manual and automatic bays, on the mar-
ket today. Features inlude; eliminating spotting, enhance air-drying, and ensure gleaming glass, plastic, chrome, 
metal, stainless steel and aluminum.  GALAXY SUPER SHEEN PLUS will provide a visible high gloss appearance 
and leave an outstanding sheen and protective carnauba coating on your vehicle. This product is dilutable up to 
150:1.

GALAXY TIRE AND WHEEL CLEANER
PREMIUM WHITEWALL AND RIM CLEANER FOR IN-BAY AUTOMATICS GALAXY TIRE & WHEEL CLEANER is truly a 
unique cleaner. Combining an alkaline cleaner and its high dilutability factor.  GALAXY TIRE & WHEEL CLEANER breaks 
down the toughest of; dirt stains, oils, brake dust and other heavy soils. Leaving a strong broadcast of foam and cling to its 
surface for deeper cleaning ability. This product is dilutable up to 100:1.                                                                                                                    

GALAXY ZX-100
PREMIUM LOW Ph LIQUID PRE-SOAK FOR IN-BAY AUTOMATICS GALAXY ZX-100 is designed spe-
cifically for use as the low pH pre-soak or detergent in the two-step low pH/high pH wash process. GAL-
AXY ZX-100 is designed to dissolve away road grime, bugs, dirt and oils from the surface. GALAXY 
ZX-100 is highly concentrated, which provides for superior cleaning and reduced cost. The high vol-
ume of foam and the p easing lemon scent make GALAXY ZX-100 the ultimate wash for automated car 
and truck wash systems. C nsult your SUNRISE representative today for optimum dilutions for your car-
wash.                                                                                                                                         

GALAXY ZX-250
HIGH ALKALINE LIQUID PRE-SOAK FOR IN-BAY AUTOMATICS
GALAXY ZX-250 is the ultimate in pre-soak compounds. With GALAXY ZX-250 you have the best of 
both worlds, a powerful cleaner without the harsh solvents or caustics. This product is highly concen-
trated allowing for maximum dilution ratios and money savings. GALAXY ZX-250 is ideal for removing 
road film, diesel smoke and heavily soiled areas prone to the fleet industry. GALAXY ZX-250 is non-
streaking and is a well-balanced blend of foam and alkalinity. Consult your SUNRISE representative 
today for optimum dilutions for your carwash.

Galaxy Product Line for AutomaticsGalaxy Product Line for Automatics Vortex Product Line for ManualVortex Product Line for Manual


